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Community
calendar
Wednesday, Jan. 4

DAR meeting
The Colonel William Allen chapter
of The National Society Daughters
of the American Revolution meets
Wednesday, Jan. 4, 11 a.m. at
Smithfield Station.

Wine-Brew fest
The Smithfield Wine and Brew Fest,
set for April 14, needs two
specialty food vendors, sponsors
and event program advertisers.
Reservations for chalets/tables
begin Jan. 12. Regular tasting
tickets will go on sale in midJanuary at $30/advance and $35
at the door if available. For
information call 869-0664, visit
www.SmithfieldVaWineBrewFest.com
or email
gina@SmithfieldVaWineBrewFest.com.
See page 12 for related story.

Book sales
The Greater Chuckatuck Historical
Foundation’s book, “Chuckatuck:
Crossroads in Time,” is for sale at
the Isle of Wight Museum, the
Oaks Veterinary Clinic and Nautical
Decor.

New uniforms
The Surry Sheriff’s Office deputies
are receiving new uniforms,
changing from brown and beige to
black and tan pants and shirts by
Jan. 15. Sheriff Alvin Clayton wants
Surry residents to be aware of the
change to avoid confusion in the
event they need assistance from a
deputy.

Ham project
4-H is hosting its Cured Ham
Project in 2012, which focuses on
the heritage and science of curing
hams the Virginia way. Those
interested need to order their
hams by Jan. 17. For information
and forms call 365-6258 or e-mail
the local extension agent at
tpatters@vt.edu.

Goat workshop
4-H is hosting a goat workshop on
Saturday, Feb. 18, 8:30 a.m.- 4
p.m. at the Southampton County
Fairgrounds in Courtland. Must
register in advance. For information
call 653-2572 or e-mail
tpatters@vt.edu.

Mental health help
The UP Center is working with Isle
of Wight Social Services to provide
interactive audio-visual telemental
health services for those with
transportation or financial
problems. All sessions are private
and confidential. For more
information call 622-7071, ext.
112.

PDCCC registration
Registration for spring 2012
semester classes is underway at
Paul D. Camp Community College.
Classes begin Jan. 9. For
information visit www.pdc.edu or
call 569-6700.

Soccer tourney
Applications are open for the 3rd
annual “Kickin’ For Cancer” soccer
tournament for U9-U14 boys and
girls teams to be held Feb. 25-26,
2012 at Nike Park. Proceeds go to
the American Cancer Society. For
applications and information visit
smithfieldsoccerclub.org or e-mail
jcaterbo@gmail.com.

Walking groups
Smithfield walking groups will
continue through the winter.
Groups meet most days of the
week and there are morning and
afternoon walks. For information
call the Smithfield on the Move
office at 365-4277.

Zumba
Join Zumba class every Thursday,
6:30 p.m. at the Rescue
Community Center, $3. Call 6519315 for information.

Thursday, Jan. 5

Forbes at breakfast
Congressman Randy Forbes will
speak at the Isle of Wight Chamber
of Commerce annual Richard J.
Holland Pre-session Legislative

• See CALENDAR p. 12

Landing the Curiosity on Mars
versity and began her career at
Langley through a joint program
with George Washington Univerhile one Carrollton
sity. Ultimately, she received her
woman
tweeted
about the blast off
master’s degree in mechanical
aerospace engineering and has
of the Mars Curiosity Rover, anbeen at Langley ever since.
other had a hand in its actual
In addition to her Mars work,
landing on the red planet.
Prince has completed research at
Carrollton resident Jill
Prince, 34, is the assistant branch
the South Pole’s McMurdo Station and the Admundson/Scott
head of the Atmospheric Flight
Center. She’s also married with
and Entry Systems Branch at
two young daughters.
NASA Langley.
For students interested in an
Prince was part of the team
aerospace career, Prince said
that
decided
to
use
they are lucky to be living in the
groundbreaking technology to
Hampton Roads area. The oldest
help the Curiosity land on Mars
NASA center in the nation —
— a sky crane.
which gives tours, by the way —
The journey to Mars is exas well as co-op and intern opporpected to take nine months, at a
tunities and the Air and Space
speed of about 13,000 miles an
Museum are located just across
hour. The landing is scheduled
for some time in August.
Photo by NASA Langley/Sean Smith the James River Bridge in Hampton.
As the Curiosity begins its de- NASA Langley scientist Jill Prince is working on getting the
“Try everything. You never
scent it will employ older meth- Curiosity rover to land safely on Mars.
know if you like something until
ods, such as the aeroshell and
parachutes, to slow its speed from touchdown, the new sky crane
The tough part for the Langley you see what others are doing,”
13,200 mph to about 180 mph. As maneuver begins, allowing the team is that there is a significant Prince said.
the vehicle enters the Mars atmo- Curiosity to land on its six communication delay between Smithfield Times staff Priscilla
sphere, the heat shield gets hot- wheels.
Earth and Mars. The actual land- Thomas contributed to this report.
ter than molten lava — at an estiThe nuclear-powered Curios- ing will be monitored at the
mated temperature of 3,800 de- ity is the size of a small car and NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
grees Fahrenheit. The heat shield weights 1,982 pounds.
in California.
falls away about five miles from
Steering is controlled with
“The delay is very frustrating.
Mars is 4,222 miles
the surface of Mars. At about one onboard sensors. The data is fed A very odd feeling,” Prince said.
around: the earth is
mile from the surface, eight through a computer and the CuOnce on Mars, the Curiosity
7,926 miles around.
rocket engines fire up to further riosity uses small control thrust- will send data back to Earth to
slow the Curiosity to a leisurely ers on its sides to make any cor- determine whether microbial life
Mars has two moons,
1.7 mph. About 12 seconds before rections to its descent.
is possible there.
among the smallest in
solar system.
The Curiosity Rover is
Prince’s third Mars project — folMars is located
lowing on the heels of the Mars
141,633,260 miles from
Reconnaissance Orbiter, the
the sun.
Mars Phoenix Lander and the
A year on Mars lasts 687
Mars Odyssey spacecraft. When
days, with each day
those missions landed on Mars,
lasting 24 hours, 37
Prince was at the NASA center in
minutes.
California.
“It’s just like the video clips.
Temperatures range from
There are tense moments, cheers,
125 degrees to 23
high fives, hugs and occasionally
degrees fahrenheit.
some tears of relief. It’s very emoThe surface of Mars
tional.”
contains volcanoes,
That she’s a woman in a field
meteor impacts, shifting
that was, until recently, exclutectonic plates and huge
sively male, is “a non-issue,” she
dust storms. At present,
said.
Mars is too cold and its
“I never felt limited, never felt
atmosphere too thin to
corralled or pigeon-holed. There
allow liquid water to exist
were endless opportunities and I
at the surface for long.
Photo by Priscilla Thomas
tried everything,” Prince said.
A NASA employee demonstrated iPad apps for students at
Information courtesy of NaPrince majored in physics and
MODSIM. Students from Smithfield and Windsor attended the astronomy at Northwestern Unitional Geographic/NASA
By Diana McFarland
News editor

W

Facts about Mars

event.

STEM pushes
science in schools
By Abby Proch
Staff writer

SUFFOLK — “If we don’t fix
this, anthropologists will look at
this and it will be a turning
point.”
That’s the opinion of Bob
Ar mstrong, a consultant for
Booze Allen Hamilton, chairperson of the 2010 MODSIM World
Conference and Expo and current member of the expo’s 2011
board of directors. Armstrong
has been immersed in the STEM
buzz since he worked at Virginia
Modeling, Analysis and Simulation Center (VMASC) and is an
advocate for strengthening science and technology in local
schools.
He doesn’t want to be dramatic, but Armstrong feels its
time — and has been the time —
to put some steam behind STEM.
STEM is buzzword for science,
technology, engineering and
math and has popped up recently
in conversations with educational leaders.
There are just not enough
Americans interested, invested
and educated in the four subject
areas to meet rising demand, said
Armstrong.
“STEM is really important to
the future of this country,” he
said.
Ar mstrong contends that

teachers and parents need to tell
kids that math and the sciences
are viable fields. They should be
“helping kids grasp it without
being afraid of it,” Armstrong
said.
“You never know who’s going
to be the next person that sees
things differently,” Armstrong
said.
But we’re just not graduating
enough scientists, he said.
“The paradigm’s changed,” he
said, “and we’re having a hard
time readjusting.”
Armstrong said it’s been the
trend that specialties like modeling and simulation trickle down
from the PhD level down to undergraduate coursework and into
high school and middle school
classes, Armstrong said.
At The Pruden Center for Industry and Technology in Suffolk, they incorporate STEM in
just about every course and are
doing their part to produce STEM
graduates.
Joe Bur ns, modeling and
simulation support specialist
and geospatial information systems teacher at The Pruden Center, gave a tour of his Modeling
and Simulation computer lab to
demonstrate how STEM translates across multiple disciplines.
Burns said today’s cars oper-

• See STEM, p. 13

Tweeting the launch
Diana McFarland
News editor

The launch of NASA’s Mars
Curiosity Rover was so loud it
could be felt from nearly four
miles away.
And Carrollton resident Angela Gibson and her six-year
old son Aidan were there to
hear, feel and see the car-sized
rover blast off atop an Atlas V
rocket on its mission to see if
life is, or was, possible on
Mars.
Gibson was one of 150
people from around the world
selected to attend a “Tweetup”
of the launch and “tweet” their
observations and impressions
to thousands of followers on
Twitter. The launch was held
Nov. 26 at the Kennedy Space
Center in Florida.
Gibson and her son were in
Cape Canaveral for two days,

which were chock-full of activities. They met Commander
Doug Wheelock, the first astronaut to “check-in” with a tweet
from the International Space
Station — making him the
“mayor.” They received a text
message from Wheelock and
Aidan got his autograph.
Also on hand for the launch
was Bill Nye, “the Science
Guy,” artist Tom Tomorrow,
who designed a Pearl Jam album, and Will.i.am. from the
group, Black-eyed Peas.
Will.i.am wrote a song
about the Curiosity Rover, to
be released when it lands on
Mars.
Also on the tour was a look
at the pre-Apollo quarantine
beach house, where early astronauts were kept and ob-

• See TWEET, p. 13
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Tourism gets grant
Isle of Wight’s encore
wedding campaign focused
on brides going to the alter
the second, third or more
times by playing up the
amenities the area has to
offer for that particular demographic.
In 2010 tourism in Virginia generated $18.9 billion in revenue, provided
$1.3 billion in state and local taxes and supported
more than 204,000 jobs. Dollars invested in tourism
have been shown to provide
a 5-to-1 return in tax revenue in Virginia, and the
grant awards and matching
funds provide a stimulus to
localities seeking to increase tourism visitation
and revenue.

Tweet
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Fun with guitars, music

5

The Westside Elementary School Guitar Club
made a presentation recently to the Smithfield
Kiwanis. Pictured from left to right Madelyn
Rivera, instrumental director Sherry Wozniak,
Romeo Wilkins, Matthew Richter, Ayden Kemp,
Isabella Kimbel, Riley Tucker and Neal Johnson.

Shivers

• Continued from p. 11
served after returning from
a mission to make sure
they didn’t pick up any unknown diseases in space.
During the launch there
were plenty of experts on
hand to answer questions,
while participants sent out
“tweets” to followers on
Twitter.
“How AWESOME was
THAT?!!?
Bye
@MarsCuriosity #Msl have
a safe trip and see you in
2012,”” Gibson tweeted at
10:12 a.m., Saturday, Nov.
26.
Gibson said the tweeters
become like “family” and
communications continue
long after the Tweetup is
over.
The Curiosity Rover is
scheduled to arrive on
Mars in August and the
landing is expected to be a
nail-biter, since there is a
radio communication time
delay between the red
planet and earth. By the

OFF
Reg. Price
$38.95 plus tax (with this ad)
(up to 5 quarts of oil)
plus $1.00 recycle fee

time those on earth learn
the rover has landed, it will
already be history — with
no time to make quick fixes
to problems that come up,
Gibson said.
The MLS Curiosity
rover is equipped with 10
science instruments to
search Mars for evidence
of an environment favorable for microbial life. The
rover will use a laser to
look inside rocks and release the gasses so that its
spectrometer can analyze
and send the data back to
Earth.
There is talk among the
tweeters about another
Tweetup for the landing in
August at the NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in
California.
The launch of the Curiosity was Gibson’s third
NASA Tweetup. She and
Aidan participated in the
NASA
Headquarters
Tweetup for the discussion

with the STS-135 Space
Shuttle Atlantis crew in
October and just recently
attended the NASA Langley Tweetup in November,
where attendees viewed a
test drop of the Orion capsule and received a behind
the scenes tour of the facility.
Gibson
said
she
“caught” her enthusiasm
from her grandfather, who
also revered space exploration. She continues the
family tradition with
Aidan, both of whom attend “star parties” where
space enthusiasts gather to
watch stars and planets
through telescopes. Aidan
also enjoys watching the
NASA channel.
Gibson is currently an
instructional strategist
and faculty member at
American Public University System (American
Public University and
American Military Univer-

programs, accuracy is the
thin line between life and
death.
Pruden’s two programs
use high-tech mannequins
with beating hearts,
breathing lungs and symptoms that run the gamut of
normal to critical.
“For a lot of programs
here, STEM is just a natural extension of them,”
Burns said.
Bur ns teaches both
modeling and simulation
and GIS but says the modeling and simulation
coursework has “the bells
and whistles that really attract most of the kids over
GIS.” But GIS is more marketable out of high school
and is used more widely, he
added.
“You cannot a name that
does not need it,” said
Burns of GIS.
Burns said the Major
League Baseball, aside
from using GIS for marketing purposes, has used it
for predictive modeling.
They use GIS to place
ballplayers in the field. He
said they’d compare
pitcher data with batting
data and weather to project
where the batter will most
likely hit the ball.
In both Modeling and
Simulation and GIS
classes, students learn PC,
database and Excel basics.
Mod and Sim students also
learn programming basics
using Java and Greenfoot.
Bur ns said in the
spring, he’ll introduce
them to gaming tools.
The programs each
serve their own roles, but
when combined, they can
create a unified game or
simulation.
Last year, Burns and his
second year modeling and
simulation students entered the Real World Design
Challenge. Students designed a SESNA tail according to the parameters
of the competition. Burns
said they fared well but
couldn’t complete the
project on time because
they didn’t have enough
manpower. Still, they got
positive feedback.
Burns’ GIS students also

worked on project involving emergency management. The scenario is an
overturned tractor-trailer
that spills explosive black
powder on the I-495 interchange with I-95. Students
built the map, outlined
evacuation routes, and determined a landing spot for
medical helicopters and
other emergency management decisions. They’ll
next tackle modules on
population density, crime
statistics and Hurricane
Katrina.
Burns said the purpose
of the two-year program at
Pruden is to produce
graduates who can assume
entry-level positions in
modeling and simulation
or prepare students for
higher education.
Right now, companies
requiring menial or basic
modeling and simulation
skills are forced to hire —
and pay for — Ph.D. and
master’s level graduates,
he said. With this program,
Bur ns believes Pruden
Center graduates will be
viable options for employers looking for knowledgeable employees, not overqualified (and highly paid)
ones.
Locally, job prospects
looked better when JFCOM
was still in existence, said
Burns, but students still
have opportunities in the
workforce and higher education.
Students with GIS education are situated for jobs
at places like HRSD, Isle of
Wight County GIS Office,
and real estate development companies, he said.
But even though small
class sizes allow Burns to
individualize his attention,
the low enrollment hampers their progress.
Bur ns has three students in his modeling and
simulation class — one
from Smithfield High
School and one from
Kingsfork High School and
another post-graduate from
Windsor High School.
With more students to
handle more projects, their
ideas would come to fruition much sooner.

sity) and a faculty lecturer
at Texas A&M University Kingsville.
After having some time
to reflect on the launch of
the Curiosity, Gibson said
it reminded her of Carl
Sagan’s famous “pale blue
dot” reference — of how
space exploration gives
mankind a renewed sense
of perspective and increased appreciation for
how precious Earth is.
Smithfield Times staff
Priscilla Thomas contributed to this report.
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STEM
• Continued from p. 11
ate more with computers
and less with actual mechanics. Some of the
higher end vehicles require
the use of a laptop for vehicle diagnostics.
“It used to be you
dropped out of school and
you could be a mechanic,”
Bur ns said. “Not anymore.”
And collision repair is
now virtual. Instead of reworking a front panel of a
car multiple times before it
resembles the original, collision repair mechanics
can use modeling and
simulation software to design the part digitally before committing to it physically.
In the utility and heavy
construction department,
students use an excavator
simulator before stepping
foot onto a construction
site. A 42-inch TV is
mounted to frame with a
bucket seat and hand controls, which resemble a real
excavator.
Students must maneuver the machine through a
construction job without
hit power lines and toppling into ditches. For every mistake or slip up, damage repair costs increase
and the student can determine how’d they fare in the
real world.
They can even die in the
virtual world.
“Would you rather die in
a game or die in a machine?” joked Burns.
But that’s what modeling and simulation does —
saves lives, time and money.
The simulator allows
students to gain experience
without putting themselves
or their equipment in jeopardy.
Simulations are like
video games, said Burns,
but unlike games, simulators must be accurate.
“In a game, you can
walk right through a wall.
In a simulation, you better
not be able to,” Burns said.
But Simulations must
mimic real life as closely as
possible to create a world
that most closely matches
ours.
In the nursing and EMT

OPEN HOUSE
Pre-K through Grade 12
Saturday, January 7, 2012
10:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Brief presentation at 10:30 a.m.
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Nansemond-Suffolk Academy admits qualiﬁed students without regard to race, color, ethnic background, national origin, handicapped status or religion.
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The encore wedding
campaign by the Isle of
Wight Tourism office was
awarded a $2,500 matching
grant by the Virginia Tourism Corporation.
The grant was part of
$635,000 in matching grants
awarded to 35 local tourism
initiatives as part of the
VTC Marketing Leverage
Grant program. The grants
assist local and regional
tourism entities to attract
more visitors by leveraging
local marketing dollars.
The local organizations
match the state grant funds
by a minimum of 3-to-1 to
create marketing projects
such as websites, signage,
social media and advertisements.
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